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Is dust devil good 5e

DnD Spells List allows you to create your own spellbook for your character! Click the red Create Spellbook button at the top of the table to enter spellbook selection mode. Once you are there, you can select spells that you like by clicking on the checkbox on the left side of the spell in the table, so it will be added to the spellbook in this
section of the page. Roll the initiative and have fun! Edit Share Druid 2 Sorcerer 2 Wizard 2 Cleric 2 Druid 2 Air Element 2 Dust Devil was a spell of conjures that evoked a weak, elf-sized elemental air. [2] [3] References[edit | edit source] ↑ Richard Baker, Robert J. Schwalb, Stephen Schubert (April 2015). Elemental Evil Player's
Companion , link:[1]. In David Noonan, Stacy Janssen eds. (Wizards of the Coast and Sasquatch Game Studio), p. 12–14, 17. ^ 2.0 2.1 David Zeb Cook (August 1989). Player's Guide (2nd edition). (TSR, Inc.), p. 204. ISBN 0-88038-716-5. ^ 3.0 3.1 David Zeb Cook (April 1995). Player's Guide 2 edition (revised). (TSR, Inc.), p. 259. ISBN
0-7869-0329-5. Community content is available through CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise noted. As a damage spell, it is OK. The purpose of this spell is to make a 15-meter square (9 squares, if on the grid) dangerous to occupy: forcing creatures to choose whether to avoid the area, or take damage and possibly be pushed out of the area. It
is better than the Dagger Cloud because it affects a larger area, can throw creatures out of the area, and is mobile; worse, it deals less direct damage and you can completely avoid any damage. It is better than the Burning Ball because it can throw creatures out of the affected area and uses force to save instead of dexterity; worse, it
deals less damage at the base level and cannot be used offensively. If you want to blow a hole through a wall of enemies to get to McGuffin super fast, give me dust devil every time. Elemental Evil spell Conjuration Level: 2 Throwing time: 1 Action range: 60 feet Ingredients: V, S, M Duration: Concentration, up to 1 minute (pinch of dust)
Choose an uncovered 5-foot air cube that you can see within range. An elemental force that resembles a dust devil appears in the cube and lasts for the duration of the spell. Any creature that finishes its turn at a distance of 5 feet from the dust devil, must make a throw with saving power. On a failed save, the creature has a 1d8
bludgeoning injury and is pushed 10 yards. After a successful rescue, the creature deals half as much damage and is not pushed. As a bonus action, you can move the dust devil up to 30 feet in any direction. If the dust devil moves over sand, dust, loose dirt or small gravel, it sucks in the material and creates a 10-foot cloud around you,
which lasts until the beginning of the next turn. The cloud firmly oversmed its area. At higher When you cast this spell using the third or higher spell slot, the damage increases by 1d8 for each rift level above the second level. Page: 17 from EE Players Companion Druid, Sorcerer, Wizard, Spell Create and Save Your Own Spell Books,
Sign Up Now! Looking for another spell? Visit the spell list &lt;&lt; Back I'll start playing as Desert Druid Saturday and I was preparing when i red both spells again and HOLY MOLY seems amazing! *.* But I ask here, because maybe it will be people going crazy at the table. Mold Earth (Cantrip) 1 action If there's loose ground, you can dig
a 5ft cube and put it 5 feet away. You can change the shapes, color or both to appear on the ground or stone. You can turn a 5ft area into a dificul terrain for 1 hour. Only three of them are possible. Now, Devil Dust (2nd lvl spell) duration 1 min concentration, 1d8 dmg to ppl nearby, premium action to keep and move 30ft. If the dust devil
moves over the sand, dust, loose dirt, or small gravel, it sucks in the material and creates a 10-foot radius of cloud of debris around it that lasts until the beginning of the next turn. The cloud firmly oversmed its area. Heresies: can I dig the earth on dungeons, keep a cloud of debris and use holes as a cover? And even like holes and
difficult terrains, and I dazzling punks? What do you think? Last edited: Jan 5, 2017 sign in or sign up to remove this ad It all depends on the term loose ground. Is the floor in the dungeon loose ground, or is it compacted earth, solid rock, or other dense substance? There seems to be nothing stopping you from using these spells together.
It doesn't seem synergy as much as they are both good at situations where you have loose ground around. When you are in a loose ground area, you should be able to use Mold Earth to make a small bastion and get cover. Of course, the opponent can move to a position where the overboard is not on the road. And if you climb into the
hole they can move up close and see you. The loose dirt clause basically means that this combo is limited to external areas. Probably the best use of this combo -assuming you have enough time to prepare - would be to use cantrip to dig a few shallow downs with a pile of dirt on the side closer to the enemy... Then use it again to turn
other areas between them into difficult terrain. Optimally, when the enemy arrives, you can harass them with devil dust while they go to you, back up the devil as you approach, and when it gets into the pre-dug pits it digs up a cloud of dust to make them even harder to bypass. Assuming that your other teammates have any area effects or
other means for the task that are not inconveniences due to You can slow down the enemy and cause them to take a few damage without being able to hit you back. Last edition: Jan 7, 7, I play a wizard with a very high constitution (Hobgoblin from the Volo guide) with war magic from xanathara guide. This makes my con saves very high,
so I wanted to pick up some nasty spells of concentration. I'm torn between the two. For some campaign stuff, we play pirate campaigns and I wanted a powerful spell of battlefield control. Page 2Posted by2 years ago 16 comments
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